EXILIM EX-ZR200

HIGHLIGHTS
Quick Response
To enable the photographer to quickly capture different subjects, several photos can be taken
successively at intervals of just 0.27 seconds.
Premium Auto Pro
In this mode, the camera automatically detects typical subject scenarios and selects the best settings
automatically.
EXILIM Engine HS
The EXILIM Engine HS successfully overcomes every challenge, such as backlight, portrait, landscape
and night shots and difficult lighting conditions, by analysing all environmental elements and
immediately optimising your camera‘s settings.
16.1 megapixels
The CMOS chip with 16.1 megapixels does not only allow you to take brilliant photos, but also edit,
enlarge and print out sections of a photo — in outstanding quality and with no loss of image detail.
12.5x optical zoom with mechanical image stabiliser
It‘s easy to zoom in on those special moments: the 12,5x optical zoom can bring even the most
distant subjects right up close, while the mechanical image stabiliser automatically reduces blurring.
24 mm wide-angle lens
The combination of 24 mm wide-angle lens* and 12.5x optical zoom makes the EX-ZR200 the perfect
companion for every occasion, providing great scope to capture your loved ones, the most beautiful
sights or a romantic sunset.
Full HD videos and HDMI connection
Thanks to the EX-ZR200, you are now able to capture brilliant videos in full HD (H.264) with a
resolution of up to 1920x1080 pixels**, 12.5x optical zoom and stereo sound.
Extremely bright, large 7.6 cm TFT colour display (super clear LCD)
In addition to the large viewing angle and a high resolution of 460,800 pixels, the TFT colour display
provides above-average contrast, thus assuring an especially clear and sharp image of your subjects.

The EXILIM EX-ZR200 is available to buy from specialist dealers, shopping centres, electrical goods stores
and all good shops.

*equivalent to 35 mm film **Max. recording duration of 29 minutes/video
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